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THE LOW TEMPERATURE THERMAL CONDUCTIVITIES OF GLASSY CARBONS
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The thermal conductivity of glassy carbon in the temperature range

0.1 - 100 K appears to depend only on the temperature at which the

material was pyrolysed.  The thermal conductivity can'be related to the

microscopic structure of glassy carbon.  The reticulated structure is

especially useful for thermal isolation at cryogenic temperatures.
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I.  Introduction

Glassy carbon is a dense, black material with the appearance and

mechanical properties of a glass.  A comparison of glassy carbons with

other more familar forms of carbon may be found in a review by

Mrozowski [1].  Glassy carbons are used commercially for such diverse

applications as sample supports in high-temperature furnaces and as

electrical heaters in hair blow-dryers.  The author has been interested

in glassy carbons  f or two reasons, first, .to determine if glassy carbons

exhibit the low-temperature properties which are characteristic of

amorphous materials and, second, to determine if glassy carbons would

be suitable as a construction material in cryogenic apparatus.

Two very different geometrical forms of glassy carbons have been

investigated.  One was in the shape of a simple rod of 0.3 cm diameter.

The. other'was a reticulated structure, i.e. a rigid, low density

material comprised of interconnected carbon filaments as depicted by

the inset of Fig. 1.  An individual filament had a diameter of roughly

0.01 cm.  For either structure, the glassy carbon product was formed

through the 1000'C or 2500°C pyrolysis of highly cross-linked polymeric

materials.

The  details  of the thermal-conductivity measurements,  as  well  as

data on specific heat, ultrasonic dispersion and electrical resistivity,

have been presented elsewhere [2,3].  Only the thermal transport pro-

perties will be discussed here.

II.  Are glassy carbons glassy?

The intrinsic thermal conductivities of both forms of glassy carbons

are presented in Fig. 1.  Glassy carbons from yet a third vendor and
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measured in the more restricted temperature, range of 0.4 -4 K b y

Williams [4] gave basically the same results as shown in Fig. 1.  Thus

it appears that the thermal conductivity of a glassy carbon is (i) nearly

independent of the source of the material, (ii) nearly identical for all

glassy carbons at temperatures above Z 10 K, and (iii) dependent on the

temperature of pyrolysis for temperatures below * 10 K, a higher tem-

perature of pyrolysis producing a smaller thermal conductivity.

The thermal conductivity of a glassy carbon has two contributions,

namely that of the phonons and that of the electrons.  If one assumes

the validity of the Wiedemann-Franz law as for graphite [5], the

electronic contribution can be estimated from the measured electrical

resistivity. Subtraction of the electronic component from the total

thermal conductivity produces the solid curves of Fig. 1.  The phonons

are found to be the primary heat carriers over the entire temperature

range of the measurements.

The phonon thermal conductivity of a glassy carbon is similar to

that of amorphous solids.  The phonon thermal conductivity of vitreous

silica is included in Fig. 1 as a dashed line for comparison.  Four

features are common to amorphous materials and to the glassy carbons.

(i) At temperature T 2 10 K, the: thermal conductivity X is proportional

to the specific heat. (ii) In the range 1 - 10 K, A is.weakly dependent

on T.  This is often called the plateau.  For T<l K, (iii) X i s

proportional to T2 and (iv) A has roughly the same magnitude for all

amorphous materials.

The behavior above 10 K can be ascribed to a constant phonon mean

free path of order the atomic spacing, although no theory for such phonon
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scattering in amorphous materials has ever been developed.  Nor has a

convincing theory been developed to explain the plateau region near

z 1 - 10 K in amorphous materials, although several have been suggested.

For glassy carbons, on the other hand, it has been argued [2] that both

the plateau and the region above 10 K are dominated by the scattering
0

o f  phonons  f rom microscopic voids  of  5 100 A diameter which  have  been

detected by x-ray scattering [6].  At temperatures above z 10 K the

wavelengths of the dominant heat-carrying phonons are smaller than the

void diameter. This causes a frequency independent,.constant phonon

mean free path.  As the temperature is reduced, the wavelengths of the

dominant phonons become larger than the void diameter.  The scattering

is then diffractive (Rayleigh scattering) and the thermal conductivity

becomes nearly temperature independent causing the plateau.  X-ray

measurements indicate that pyrolysis at a higher temperature results in

larger voids.  This in turn explains the lower plateau of the 2500 'C

material of Fig. 1 since diffractive scattering then commences at

lower temperatures. It is therefore likely that the phonon scattering

processes for temperatures above z l K have a different origin in glassy

carbons than in amorphous materials, since amorphous materials do not

contain voids of the required number and diameter.

In amorphous materials, and in some disordered crystals [7], the

phonon scattering below 1 K is caused by localized excitations which also

influence or dominate many other low-temperature properties.  Thus.the

thermal conductivity results suggest that glassy carbon may contain

sufficient disorder to harbor such localized excitations.  However, no

influence of these localized excitations could be detected in an

ultrasonic dispersion measurement [2], and so the explanation of phonon

scattering at T 5 1 K i n glassy carbons remains an open question.
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In summary, the low temperature thermal conductivity of glassy carbons

exhibits the same features as found in the thermal conductivities of glasses

and plastics.  There is as yet, however, no evidence that the phonon-

scattering processes are the same in glassy carbons as in amorphous

materials.  What evidence exists suggests indeed that the scattering

processes are different.

III. Are glassy carbons useful?

Glassy carbons would appear to have no major advantage in low-

temperature applications over other, less expensive materials.  There

is one exception, namely the reticulated form of glassy carbon [8].

Since this is a very open,. filamentary structure, its thermal conductivity

is a factor of Z 100 smaller than the intrinsic thermal conductivity for

the bulk or solid glassy carbon of Fig. 1.  The thermal conductivity of

the reticulated material is shown as curve A in Fig. 2.  Throughout the

temperature range 0.1 - 100 K, the reticulated glassy carbon has a thermal

conductivity a factor of 10 - 1000 smaller than other construction materials

used at cryogenic temperatures.  Yet the reticulated glassy carbon is a rigid

and rather. strong material.  It is therefore, ideal for thermal isolation.

The reticulated material may be cut with a diamond saw or, with more

damage, by a razor blade It may be bonded to other materials with epoxies.

In such a joint the.individual filaments can flex to provide strain ·relief.

Thus, unlike ordinary-· glasses, the reticulated glassy carbon  does not fracture

near  the  j oint  as a result of differential thermal expansion. Although  the

reticulated structure does present a large surface area, the glassy carbon

itself is nonporous thus reducing problems of outgasing in vacuum systems.
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Glassy carbon is opaque in the visible spectrum.  The reticulated

-1structure remains opaque in the infrared to at least 200 cm  .  Reticulated

glassy carbon may therefore prove useful as a light barrier in thermal

shields while allowing a large gaseous throughput for vacuum pumping.

In summary, the reticulated form of glassy carbon is useful as a

thermal isolation material at cryogenic temperatures.
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Figure Captions

Fig. 1.  Total thermal conductivities of glassy carbons, versus

temperature.  Only a fraction of the original data are included

he re. The solid curves represent the phonon thermal conductivities

obtained by subtracting the electronic contribution. Thermal

conductivities of rods:  @-pyrolysed at 1000'C, 8-pyrolysed at

2500'C.  Thermal conductivities of the individual filaments in

the reticulated structure; x-pyrolysed at 1000'C, +-pyrolysed

at 2500°C. The dashed curve represents the phonon thermal

conductivity of vitreous silica. Inset at upper left is an

attempt to portray the structure of the reticulated material.

Fig. 2. Thermal conductivities, versus temperature, of several cryogenic

construction materials. A-reticulated glassy ·carbon pyrolysed

at 2500'C. B-graphite; filled resins and machineable ceramics

have similar conductivities. C-vitreous silica; unfilled

epoxy resins have similar conductiyities.
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